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Switching Loadline Characteristics: Uce vs. Ie 
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Switching Loadline Characteristics: Vce vs. Ie 
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Ts vs. Ie COMPARATIVE DATA for ETNSI-955 @ Gf=S9 , Grl=50 
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Switching Loadline Characteristics: Vee vs. Ie 
for Trun-off of Power Trans. with Inductive Load 
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Switching Loadline Character1stics: Uce vs. Ie 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
TEST DATA OF PARALLEL OPERATION OF BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS 
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Total collector current (IC=ICl+IC2) of 
two FUJ1 EVM31-0S0 dev1ces connected 1n 
parallel at IC=IOOA 
Scale: 20 rS/d1V; ~OA/d1V 
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Total base ctrrent (IB=IB1+IB2) of 
two FUJ1 EVM31-0S0 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at IB=SA 










of two FUJ1 EVM3l-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =lOOAi I =5A and T =30°C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20rs/d1Vi 2A/d1V. 
GND 
GND 
F1g. C.l.4. Ind1v1dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ1 EVM3l-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =lOOAi I =5A and T =30°C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20~s/d1v, 20A/d1V. 
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F~g. C.l.S. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
c1 and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM3l-0S0 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at Ic=lOOA; IS=SA and T
c
=30 o C. 
Currents are shown to overlap. 
F~g. C.l.6. 
Scale: 20~s/d~v; 20A/d~v. 
Total base current (Is=IS1+IS2) of 
two FUJ~ EVM3l-0S0 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =lOA 
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F~g. C.l. 7. Ind~v~dual base currents (I 1 and I ) B B2 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =lOOA; I =lOA and T =30 o C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20rs/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
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F~g. C.l.B. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJL LVM31-050 devLces connected 
~n parallel at I =lOOA· I =lOA and T =30°C. 
c ' B c 
Scale: 20~s/dLV, 20A/d~v. 
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F~g. C.l. 9. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I 1 and I ) 
c c2 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =lOOA; I =lOA and T =30 o C. 
c B c 
Currents are shown to overlap. 
Scale: 20rs/d~v; 20A/d~v. 
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F~g. C.l.10. Total collector current (IC=IC1+IC2) of 
two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected ~n 
parallel at Ic=200A 









of two FUJ1 EVM3l-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =200A; I =5A and T =30°C. 
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F1g. C.l.12. Ind1v1dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ1 EVM3l-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =200A; I =5A and T =30 o C. 
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of two FUJ1 EVM31-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at Ic=lOOA; IS=lOA and T
c
=30°C. 




F1g. C.l.14. Ind1v1dual base currents (181 and 132 ) 
of two FUJ1 EVM31-050 dev1ces connected 
11 1 at I =200A,· I =lOA and T =30 o C. 1n para e c 8 c 




F~g. C.l.1S. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-0S0 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =200A; I =lOA and T =30 o C. 
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Scale: 20rs/d~v, SOA/d~v. 
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F~g. C.l.16. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
c1 and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-0S0 devLces connected 
~n parallel at I =200A; I =lOA and T =30°C. 
c B c 
Currents are shown to overlap. 
Scale: 20rs/dLV; SOA/dLV. 
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F~g. C.l.17. Total collector current (I =I +I ) of C Cl C2 
two FUJ~ EVM3l-050 dev~ces connected ~n 
parallel at IC=300A 
Scale: 20 rs/d~v; 50A/d~v 
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F~g. C.l.1B. Ind~v~dual base currents (181 and 182) 
of two FUJ~ EVM3l-050 dev~ces connected 
GND 
~n parallel at I =300A; I =5A and T =30°C. 
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F~g. C.l.l9. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at Ic=300Ai I B=5A and Tc =30°C. 
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F~g. C.l.20. Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM3l-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =300Ai I =5A and T =30°C. 
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Currents are shown to overlap. 






F~g. C.l.21. Ind~v~dual base currents (IBl and I B2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-0S0 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =300A; I =lOA and T =30 o C. 
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Scale: 20~s/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
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F~g. C.l.22. Ind~v~dual collector currents (Iei and I e2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-0S0 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =300A; I =lOA and T =30°C. 
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F~g. C.l.23. lnd~v~dual collector currents (lei and l
c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =300A- I =lOA and T =30°C. 
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Currents are shown to overlap. 
Scale: 20rs/d~v; 50A/d~v_ 
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Ind1v1dual base currents (I81 and I 82 ) 
of two FUJ1 EVM31-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at Ic=lOOA; IB=lOA and Tc=lOO°C. 
Scale: 20rS/d1V; 5A/d1V. 
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Ind1v1dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ1 EVM31-050 deV1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =lOOA; I =lOA and T =lOOoC. 
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Ind~v~dual collector currents (leI and I
c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =IOOA· I =IOA and T =IOOoC. 
c ' B c 
Currents are shown to overlap. 
Scale: 20~s/d~v; 20A/d~v. 
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Ind~v~dual base currents (IBI and I B2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I
c
=200A; IS=IOA and Tc=lOO°C. 
Scale: 20rs/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
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of two FUJ~ EVM3l-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =200A; I =lOA and T =lOO°C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20~s/d~v, 50A/d~v. 
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FIr:. c. 2. 6 1nd~v~dual collector currents (I 1 and I 2) c c 
of two FUJ~ EVM3l-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =200A; I =lOA and T =lOOoC. 
c B c 
Currents are shown to overlap. 




Fig. C. 2.7 Ind1v1dual base currents (I and I ) Bl B2 
of two FUJ1 EVM31-050 deV1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =300Ai I =lOA and T =lOO°C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20rs/d1Vi 5A/d1V. 
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F C 2 8 Ind1v1dual collector currents (Icl and I c2 ) Ig. .. 
of two FUJ1 EVM3l-050 dev1ces connected 
1n parallel at I =300A; I =lOA ana T =lOO°C. 
c B c 
Scale: 20rs/d1V, 50A/d1V. 
C.19 
FIg. C. 2.9 
GND 
Ind~v~dual collector currents (I
cl and I c2 ) 
of two FUJ~ EVM31-050 dev~ces connected 
~n parallel at I =300A· I =lOA and T =lOO°C. 
c ' B c 
Currents are shown to overlap. 
Scale: 20rs/d~V; 50A/d~v. 
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APPENDIX D 
TEST DATA OF RBSOA CHARACTERIZATION 
D.l 
D.l Test Data of RBSOA of Westinghouse KD324510 
General Remark for Appendix D: 
The voltage and Tbne Scale are Referred 
to the Large Divisions of the Display 
D.2 
=;- one d1V1S1on 
ov 
Fig. 0.1.1 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test conditions: Ie = 20A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div 
ov 
Fig. 0.1.2 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test conditions: Ie = 20A; IBR ~ 3A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/d~v 
D.3 
ov 
Fig. 0.1.3 RBSB behavior of the Westinghous K0324S10. 
Test conditions: Ic = 20A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~S/dlV; 100V/div 
ov 
Fig. D .1.4 RBSB behav10r of the Westinghouse KD324Sl0. 
Test condltions: I = 40A' I = 2A,' 
c ' BR 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/dlV 
D.4 
Fig. 0.1.5 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse K0324sl0. 
Test conditions: I = 40A· I = 4A,· 
c ' BR 
IBF = 2j4j8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div 
Flg. 0.1.6 RBSB behavlor of the Westinghous K03245l0. 
Test conditions·. I - 40A· I - 8A· c - , BR - , 
IBF = 2j4;8A. 




Fig. D.l. 7 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div 
Fig. D.1.8 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test cond~tlons: I = 60A· I = 4A· 
C ' BR ' 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 





Fig. 0.1.9 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse K03245l0. 
Fig. 0.1.10 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div 
ov 
RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse K03245l0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 80A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100v/div 
D.7 
ov 
Fig. D.l.ll RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD3245l0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 80A; IBR = 4A; 
IBF = 2j4j8A. 
Scale: 2 us/div; lOOV/div 
ov 
Fig. D.1.12 RBSB behavlor of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test condltlons: Ie = BOA; 8BR = 8A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 us/div; lOOV/dlV 
0.8 
ov 
Fig. 0.1.13 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse K03245l0. 
Test conditions: Ie = lOOA; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2;4;BA. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div 
ov 
Fig. 0.1.14 RBSB behavior of the West1nghouse K03245l0. 
Test condit10ns: I = lOOA' I = 4A' 
c ' BR ' 
IBF = 2;4;BA. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div 
D.9 
f')V 
Fig. D.1.15 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse KD324510. 
Test conditions: Ie = 100A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2 lls/div; 10(N/dilf 
D.lO 
D.2 Test Data of RBSOA of Westmghouse DA11503008 
D.ll 
Fig. 0.2.1 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse 
OA 1150300S. Second breakdown could not 
be induced using only first base drive. 
Test conditions: Ic = 60A; IBR = SA; 
IBF = 2;4;SA; VCLAMP = 500V 
Scale: 2 ~s/div: 100V/div. 
Fig. 0.2.2 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse 
OA 1150300S. Second Breakdown could not 
be induced us~ng only first base drive. 
Test cond~tions: Ic = 100A; IBR = 16A; 
IBF = SA; VCLAMP = 500V 




Fig. 0,2.3 RBSB behav~or of the Westinghouse 
OA 11503008. The left trace corresponds 
to SB test with 2nd base (SB occurs) 
and the right corresponds to SB test 
without 2nd base (SS does not occur). 
Test conditions: Ic = 20A; IBF = 4A; 
ISR = 4A; IBR2 = 4; OA. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div. 
Fig. 0.2.4 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse 
OA 99503008. The second base drive 
employed. 
Test conditions: I = 40A" I = 4A' 
c ' BF ' 
IBR = 4A; IBR2 = 8,4A. 




D.3 Test Data of RBSOA of Fuji ETN81-0SS 
D.14 
OV 
F~g. 0.3.1. RBSB behavLor of the FUJ~ ETN81-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: I =20A' I =2A' 
c ' BR ' 
I SF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5rS/d~Vi 100 V/d~v. 
OV 







Scale: 2rs/d~Vi 100 V/dLV. 
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F~g. 0.3.3. RBSB behav~or of the FUJ~ ETN81-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: I =20A' I =8A· 
c ' BR ' 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2i ... s/d~v; 100 V/d~v. 
ov 
F~g. D.3.4. RBSB behav~or of the FUJ~ ETNB1-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: I =40A; !_ =2A; 
C ,:lR 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
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F1g. D.3.5. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETN81-055. 
Test cond1t10ns: I =40A; I =4A; 
c BR 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rs/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
ov 
F1g. D.3.6. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETN81-055. 
Test cond1t1ons: I
c
=40A; I Brt=8A; 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rs/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
0.17 
F1g. 0.3.7. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETNB1-055. 
Test cond1t10ns: I =60A; I =2A; 
c BR 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5;S/d1v; 100 V/d1V. 
F1g. D.3.B. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETNB1-055. 
Test cond1t1ons: I -6CA· I -4A· c- , BR- , 
I BF=2,4,BA. 





F1g. D.3.9. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETN81-055. 
Test cond1t1ons: I =60A; I =8A; 
c BR 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rS/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
OV 
F1g. D.3.10. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ~ ETN81-055. 
Test cond1t10ns: I =80A· I =2A; 




Scale: 5rS/d1V; 200 V/d1V. 
D.19 
OV 
F~g. 0.3.11. RBSB behav~or of the FUJ~ ETNS1-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: Ic=SOA: I BR=4A: 
I BF=2,4,SA. 
Scale: 2rs/d~v: 200 V/d~v. 
OV 
F~g. D.3.12. RBSB behav~or of the FUJ~ ETNS1-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: Ic=SOA: I SR=8A; 
I SF=2,4,SA. 
Scale: 2rS/d~v: 100 ~/d~v. 
0.20 
F~g. 0.3.13. Rasa behav~or of the FUJ~ ETN81-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: I =100A; I =2A; 
c BR 
I BF=2,4,BA. 
Scale: 5rS/d~v; 200 V/d~v. 
F~g. 0.3.14. RBSB behav~or of the FUJ~ ETN81-055. 
Test cond~t~ons: I =100A; I R=4A; 
c B 
I BF=2,4,BA. 





F1g. 0.3.15. RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 ETNSI-055. 
Test cond1t1ons: Ic=100Ai IBR=SAi 
I BF=2,4,SA. 
Scale: 2rs/d1Vi 100 V/d1V. 
0.22 
0.4 - Test Data of RBSOA of FUJI EVM31-0S0 
D.23 
Fig. D.4.l RSSS behavior of the FUJi E~13l-0S0 
Test eondit1ons: I = 20A' I = 2A' 
c ' SF ' 
ISR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div. 
F1g. D.4.2 RSSS behav10r of the FUJi EVM3l-0S0. 
Test eond1t10ns: Ie = 20A; IBF = 4A; 
ISR = 8,4,2A. 





Fig. 0.4.3 RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 20A; IBF = BA; 
IBR = B,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div. 
ov 
Fig. 0.4.4 RBSB behavior of the Fuj1 EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 40A; IBF = 2A; 
IBR = B,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOv/div. 
D.25 
I ov 
Fig. 0.4.S RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 40A; IBF = 4A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div. 
ov 
FIg. 0.4.6 RBSB behavIor of the FUJI EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 40A; IBF = 8A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/div. 
D.26 
Fig. 0.4.7 RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBF = 2A; 
IBR = 8.4.2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/d1v. 
Fig. D.4.8 RBSB behav10r of the FUJ1 EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBF = 4A; 
IBR = 8.4.2A. 





Fig. D.4.9 RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM31-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBF = 8A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; IOOV/div. 
ov 
Flg. D.4.l0 RBSB behavlor of the FUJi EVM3l-0S0. 
Test condltlons: Ie = 80A; IBF = 2A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~S/dlV; 100V/div. 
D.28 
ov 
Fig. 0.4.11 RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM31-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 80A; IBF = 4A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 10OV/div. 
ov 
F1g. 0.4.12 RBSB behavior of the FU]1 EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: Ie = 80A; IBF = 8A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/d1v. 
D.29 
ov 
Fig. 0.4.13 RBSB behavior of the Fuji EVM3l-0S0. 
Test conditions: I = lOOA· I = 2A· 
c ' BF ' 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/d1v. 
ov 
F1g. 0.4.14 RBSB behav10r of the Fuj1 EVM3l-0S0. 
Test cond1t1ons: Ie = IOOA; IBF = 4A; 
IBR = 8,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~S/d1V; IOOV/div. 
D.30 
ov 
Fig. 0.4.15 RSSS behavior of the Fuji EVM31-050. 
Test conditions: Ie = lOOA; ISF = BA; 
ISR = B,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/dlV. 
ov 
Fig. 0.4.16 RSSS behavlOr of the FUJl EVM3l-050. 
Test condltlons: Ie = l20A; ISF = 2A; 
IBR = B,4,2A. 
Scale: 2 ~S/dlV; lOOV/div. 
D.31 
D.S Test Data of RBSOA of MltsublShl QMlSODY-H 
D.32 
FIg. 0.5.1. RBSB behavIor of the MItsubIShI 
QM1500Y-H. Test condItIons: I =20Ai 
C 
IBR=2Ai I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rS/dIVi 100 V/dIV. 
FIg. 0.5.2. RBSB behavIor of the MItsublShI 
QM1500Y-H. Test condItIons: I =20A· 
c • 
ISR=4Ai I BF=2,4,8A. 




F1g. D.5.3. RBSB behav10r of the M1tsub1Sh1 
QM150DY-H. Test cond1t1ons: I =20A; 
c 
I BR=8A; I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 rS/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
F1g. D.5.4. RBSB behav10r of the M1tsub1Sh1 
QM150DY-H. Test cond1t1ons: I
c
=40A; 
I SR=2A; I BF=2,4,8A. 




F1g. 0.5.5. RBSB behav10r of the M1tsub1sh1 
QM1500Y-H. Test cond1t1ons: I =40A' 
c ' 
I BR=4A; I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 jS/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
F1g. 0.5.6. RBSB behavlor of the M1tsub1Sh1 
QM1500Y-H. Test cond1t10ns: I =40A. 
c ' 
I SR=8A; I S?=2,4,8A. 
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F~g. D.5.7. RBSB behav~or of the M~tsub~sh~ 
QM150DY-H. Test cond~t~ons: I =60A' 
c ' 
I BR=2A; I BF=2,4,8A. 




D.6 Test Data of RBSDOA of MltsublShl QM300HA-H 
D.37 
F1g. 0.6.1. RBSB behav10r of theM1tsub1sh1 
QM300HA-H. Test cond1t1ons: I =20A; 
c 
I BR=2A; I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 rS/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
F1g. 0.6.2. RBSB behav10r of the M1tsub1sh1 
QM300HA-H. Test cond1t1ons: I =80 A; 
c 
I BR=5A; I SF=1,2,4A. 




D.7 Test Data of RBSOA of MltsublShl QM300HA-2H 
D.39 
Fig. D.7.l RBSB test for the M1tsub1sbi 
QM300HA-2H. DeV1ce did not show SB 
although the clamp voltage was set at 
the highest value as well as collector 
current. 
Test cond1tions: Ic = 120A; IBR = l6A; 
IBF = 4A; VCCL > l100V 
Scale: 5 ~s/d1v; 200V/div. 
D.40 
ov 
D.8 Test Data of ~BSOA of ToshIba ST200M 
D.41 
ov 
Fig. D. 8.1 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: lC=20A; IBR=2A; IBF=2;4;8A. 
Scale lOrs/clIV; 200V/dIV. 
ov 
FI"'. D.8.2 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: IC--20A; IBR=4AI I BF=2;4;8A. 
Scale; 5rs/chv; 200V /dlV 
D.42 
ov 
Flg. D.8.3 RBSB behavlor of the Toshlba ST200M. 
Test condltIons; I C=20A; I SR=8A; I BF
=2; 4; SA. 
Scale: 2 rs / dn;; 200V / dl V • 
ov 
i\g. D.S.4 RBSB behavlOr of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test conditlOns: I C=40A; IS;t =2A; I BF=2; 4; SA. 
Scale: lOrs/ dIVi 200V / diV. 
D.43 
ov 
FIe:. D. 8.s RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: I C=40A; I SR=4A; I BF
=2;4;8A. 
Scale: 5rs/dlV; 200V/dIV. 
ov 
FIg. D.8.6 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: I C=40A; I BR=8A; I BF=2:4;8A. 
Scale: 2rs/dlV; 200V/dlV. 
0.44 
ov 
FIg. 0.8.7. RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons. I C=60A; IBR=2Ai I BF=2;4;8A. 
Scale: lOrs/dIV; 200V/dIV. 
\ 
OV 
FIg. 0.8.8 RBSB behavIOr of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test cOnd!tIoLs: I C=60A; I BR=4A; I BF=2;4;8A. 
Scale: 5rs/dIV; lOOV/dIV. 
0.45 
FIg. D.S.9 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: 1C=60A; 1BR=8A; 
Scale: 5rs/dlV; 100V/dlV. 
FIg. D. 8.10 RBSB behavIOr of the ToshIba ST200M. 
ov 
ov 
Test condItIOns: 1C=SOA; 1Bk =2A; 1BF=2; 4; SA. 
Scale: 10rs/dlV; 100V/dlv. 
D.46 
ov 
FIg. 0.8.11 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItlons: I C=80A: I BR=4A: I BF=2:4:8A. 
Scale: Srs/dIV; 100V/dIv. 
ov 
FIg. 0.8.12 RBSB behavIc,r of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIOns: I C=80A; I BR=8A: I BF=2:4;8A. 
Scale: 2rs/dIV; 100V/dIV. 
0.47 
ov 
FIg. D.8.13 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: IC=lOO; I BR=2A; I BF=2;4;8A. 
Scale: lOrs/dlv; lOOV/dlv. 
ov 
FIe· D.8.l4 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIOne;: IC=lOOA; IBR =4A; I BF=2; 4; SA. 
Scale: Srs/dlV; lOOV/dlV. 
0.48 
ov 
FIg. 0.8.15 RBSB behavIOr of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condItIons: I C=100A; I BR=8A; I BF=2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2rs/dIV; 100V/dIV. 
ov 
FIg. 0.8.16 RBSB behavIOr of the ToshIba ST200H. 
Test condItIOns: I C=120A; I BR=2A; I BF=2; 4; 8A. 
Scale: 10rs/dIV; 100V/dIV. 
D.49 
ov 
Fig.D.8.I7 RBSB behavlOr of the ToshIba ST200~L 
Test condItions: IC=120A; IBR=4A; IBF=2;4;8A. 
Scale: 5rs/dlV; IOOV/dlV. 
ov 
FIg.D.8.I8 RBSB behavIor of the ToshIba ST200M. 
Test condltlOns: IC=120A; IBR=8A; ISF=2;4;8A. 
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Flg.D.8.19 RBSB Test of the ToshIba ST200M taken 
after flfty four repeatatlve tests (after 
all tests on preceding fIgS.) CondItions: 
I C=20A; I SR=8A; I BF-2;4;8A. 
Scale: 2f!/ dl v; 200V / dlV . 
(Compare thIS pIcture WIth that In fIg. D. 8.3) 
D.S1 
ov 
FIg. D.8.20 RBSB Test of the ToshIba ST200M taken 
after fIfty seven repeatatlve tests (after 
all tests on proceding flgs.) CondltlOns: 
I C=40A; I BR=2; I BF=2A. 
Scale: 10rs/dIV; 20~V/dIV. 
ov 
(Compare thIS pIcture WIth that In fIg. D . 8.4) 
D.52 
D.9 Test Data of RBSOA of ToshIba ST300M21 
D.53 
Fig. D.9.1 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test conditIons: Ie = 20A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
Fig. D.9.2 RBSS test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test conditIons: Ir, = 20A; ISR = 4A; 
ISF = 2,48A. 




Fig. 0.9.3 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test conditions: Ie = 20A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
Fig. 0.9.4 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test condltions: Ie = 40A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 




Fig. 0.9.5 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test condit1ons: Ie = 40A; IBR = 4A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
F1g. 0.9.6 RBSB test for the Tosh1ba ST300M2l 
Test cod1tions: Ie = 40A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2,4,SA. 




Fig. 0.9.7 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 10 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
Fig. 0.9.8 RBSB test for the Toshlba ST300M2l 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBR = 4A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 





Fig. 0.9.9 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test cond~tions: I = 60A' I = BA' 
c ' BR ' 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
F~g. 0.9.10 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M2l 
Test condit~ons: Ic = BOA; IBR = 2A; 
IBF = 2,4,BA. 




Pig. 0.9.11 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M21 
Test conditions: Ic = 80A; IBR = 4A; 
I BP = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 200V/div. 
Pig. 0.9.12 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST300M21 
Test condit1ons: Ie = 80A; IBR = 8; 
I = 8' I = 2 BF ' BF . 




D .10 Test Data of RBSOA of Toshlba ST400G21 
D.60 
Fig. D.10.l RBSB test for the Toshiba ST400G21 
Test conditions: Ie = 20Aj IBR = 2Aj 
IBF = 2,4,8A 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 100V/div. 
F1g. D.10.2 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST400G21 
Test conditions: Ic= 20Aj IBR = 4Aj 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 




Fig. 0.10.3 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST400G21 
Test conditions: I = 20A· I = BA,· 
c ' BR 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; lOOV/dlV. 
Flg. 0.10.4 RBSB test for the Toshlba ST400G2l 
Test condltlons: Ie = 40A; IBR = 8A; 
IBF = 2,4,8A. 




Fig. 0.10.5 RSSS test for the Toshiba ST400G21 
Test eondit1ons: Ie = 40A; ISR = 2A; 
ISF = 2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div. 
F1g. 0.10.6 RSSS test for the Toshiba ST400G21 
Test condit1ons: I = 40A' 
e ' IBR = 8A; 
ISF = 2,4A. 




Pig. 0.10.7 RBSB test for the Toshiba ST400G2l 
Test conditions: Ie = 60A; IBR = 2A; 
I BP = 2A. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div; 100V/d1v. 
D.64 
ov 
D.11 Test Data of RBSOA of Toshlba ST400G 
0.65 
RBSOA not charactenzed 
D.66 
D .12 Test Data of RBSOA at Elevated Temperature 
D.67 
Fig. 0.12.1 RBSB test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
T
c






Scale: 5 rS/d1V; 100 V/dlV. 
Flg. 0.12.2 RBSB test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
T
c










Fig. D.12.3 RBSB test for the FUJ1 EVM3l-050 at 
T
c
=30°C. Test cond1t10ns: Ic=20Ai IBR=8Ai 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 rS/d1Vi 100 V/d1V. 
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FIg. D.12.4 RBSB test for the FUJI EVM3l-050 at 
T
c
=30°C. Test cond1t10ns: Ic=40Ai IBR=2Ai 
I SF=2,4,8A. 




F~g. D.12.5 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM31-050 at 
T =30°C. Test cond~t~ons: I =40A' I =4A' 
c c ' SR ' 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 rS/d~Vi 100 V/d~v. 
F1g. D.12.6 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM3l-050 at 
Tc=30°C. Test cond~t~ons: Ic=40Ai ISR=8Ai 
I SF=2,4,8A. 
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Flg. 0.12.7 Rasa test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
T
c





Scale: 2 rS/d1V; 100 V/dlV. 
Flg. 0.12 8 RBSB test for the FUJl EVM31-050 at 
T
c
=30°C. Test condltl0ns: I
c
=60A; I BR=4A; 
I BF=2,4,8A. 




Fig. D.12.9 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM31-050 at 
T
C
=30 0 C. Test cond~t~ons: I
c
=60A; I SR=8A; 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rS/d~v; 100 V/d~v. 
F1g D.12.10 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM31-050 at 
T
c
=30°C. Test cond~t~ons: I
c
=80A; I SR=2A; 
I SF=2,4,8A. 
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Fig. 0.12.11 RBSB test for the FU]1 EVM3l-0S0 at 
Tc =30°C. Test cond1t10ns: Ic=80Ai IBR=4Ai 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2rS/d1Vi 100 V/d1V. 
F1g. 0.12.12 RBSB test for the FU]1 EVM3l-0S0 at 




=2, 4', 8A. 




F1g. 0.12.13 RBSB test for the FUJ1 EVM3l-050 at 






Scale: 2 rS/dl.v; 100 V/dl.v. 
F1g. D.12.14 RSSS test for the FUJ1 EVM3l-050 at 
Tc=lOO°C. Test condl.tl.ons. I
c
=20A; ISR=4 A; 
I SF=2,4,8A. 




Fig. 0.12.15 RBSB test for the FUJ1 EVM3l-050 at 






Scale: 2rs/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
Flg. D.12.16 RBSB test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
T =lOO°C. Test condlt1ons: I =40A· I =2A· 
c c ' BR ' 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
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Fig. D.12.17 RBSB test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
Tc=lOO°C. Test condltl0ns: Ic=40Ai IBR=4Ai 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2r S/dlVi 100 V/dlV. 
Flg. D.12.1B RBSB test for the FUJl EVM3l-050 at 
T =lOO°C. Test condltl0ns: I =40A' I =BA' 
c c ' BR ' 
I BF=2,4,BA. 




Fig. 0.12.19 RBSB test for the FUJ1 EVM31-050 at 
T =100°C. Test cond1t1ons: I =60A· I ~A· 
c c ' BR ' 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 rS/d1V; 100 V/d1V. 
Fig. 0.12.20 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM31-050 at 
T
c
=100oC. Test cond1t10ns: I
c
=60A; I BR=4A; 
I SF=2,4,8A. 








Scale: 2 r s/d~v; 100 V/d1V. 
Fig. 0.12.22 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVM3l-050 at 










Flg. D.12.23 RBSB test for the FUJ~ EVH31-050 at 
T =lOOoC. Test ~ond~t~ons: I =80A· I =4~. 
c c ' BR ' 
I BF=2,4,8A. 
Scale: 2 rs/d~v; 100 V/d~v. 
FIg. D.12.24 RBSB test for the FUJI EVM31-0S0 at 
T =lOOoC. Test condItlons. I =80A; 1I3P=8A; 
c c.~ 
I BF=2,4,8A. 




D.l3 Test Data of RBSOA wIth Second Base DrIve 
0.80 
Fig. D.13.1 RBSB behavior at the Westinghouse 
KD324510 with the second base drive and 
without the second base drive being used. 
Test conditions: Ic = 20A; IBF = 4A; 
IBR = B,4,2A; IBR2 = B,4,4A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; ·100V/div. 
(The 1st, 3rd and 5th waveterms counting 
from the left correspond to IBR = B,4,2A 
respectively while the 2nd, 4th and 6th 




Fig. D.13.2 RBSB behavior at the Westinghouse 
KD324510 with the second base drive and 
without the second base drive being used. 
Test condtions: Ic = 40Ai IBF = 4Ai 
IBR = 8,4,2Ai IBR2 = 8,4,4A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/divi lOOV/div. 
(The 1st, 3rd and 5th waveterms counting 
from the left correspond to IBR = 8,4,2A 
respectively while the 2nd, 4th and 6th 




Fig. D.13.3 RSSS behavior at the Westinghouse 
KD324510 with the second base drive and 
without the second base drive being used. 
Test conditions: Ic = 60A; ISF = 4A; 
ISR = 8,4,2A; IBR2 = 8,4,4A. 
Scale: 2 ~s/div; 100V/div. 
(The 1st, 3rd and 5th waveterms countlng 
from the left correspond to IBR = 8,4,2A 
respectively whlle the 2nd, 4th and 6th 




Fig. 0.13,4 RBSB behavior of the West1nghouse 
K0324510 with the second base drive and 
w1thout the second base dr1ve being used. 
Test conditions: Ic = 80A; IBF = 4A; 
ISR = 8,4,2A; ISR2 = 8,4,4A. 
Scale: 2~s/div; lOOV/div. 
(The 1st, 3rd and 5th waveterms counting 
from the left correspond to ISR = 8,4,2A 
respectively wh1le the 2nd, 4th and 6th 




Fig. D.13.5 RBSB behavior of the Westinghouse 
KD324510 with the second base drive being 
used. Test conditions: I = 100Aj 
c lBF = 4A; lBR = 2; lBR2 = 4A 
Scale: 2 ~s/divj 100V/div. 
(The 1st waveterm corresponds to the second 
base drive test while 2nd represents test 
without 2nd base drive.) 
0.85 
ov 
Fig. D.13.6 Repeated RBSB tests for Westinghouse 
KD324510 as a check of the SB characteristic 
repeatibility. Test conditions: I = BOA; 
c 
IBF = 4A; IBR = BA. 
Scale: 5 ~s/div: lOOV/div. 
(Note the same SB voltage for the same 




TEST DATA OF MOSFETs ON-RESISTANCE CHARACTERIZATION 
E.l 



















F.! 'J 0 J; 0 J ol. 
Rds(on) vs. Id for IRF 4041 @ Tc=30 C 





























9 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 49 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 



























Rds(on) vs. Id COMPARATIVE DATA for RFK 15N45 for Ugs=19V 
Case 


















e 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 2628 3932 34 36 384942 44 46 48 59 
DRAIN CURRENT-oMPs 









































Rds(on) vs. Id COMPARATIVE DATA for RFK 15N50 for Ugs=10U 
Case 







9 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 26 28 39 32 34 3638 49 42 4446 48 59 
DRAIN CURRENT-nAPs 
E.4 Test Data of On-Resistance Characterization of the Toshiba 2SK356 
E.ll 
Fle;. r.4.1 
Rds(on) vs. Id for 2SK 356 @ Tc=39 C 
1 
Vgs 
9.8 + 19 

















9 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 26 28 39 32 34 36 38 49 
DRAIN CURRENT-OMPS 
9 
9 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 26 28 39 32 34 36 38 49 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 
E.5 Test Data of On-ResIstance CharacterIzation of the ToshIba 2SK386 
E.14 
FIg. E. 5.1 
Rds(on) vs. Id for 2SK 386 @ Tc=39 C 
1 
Vgs 
9.8 + 19 
R o 15 
E 
S 









9 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 
Flg. E.'.2 

















ft ., .. 




9 2 4 6 8 19 12 14 16 18 29 
... 
. DRAIN CURRENT-QNPS 
APPENDIX F 
TEST DATA OF MOSFETs SWITCHING TIMES CHARACTERIZATION 
F .1 

























5 .., r 9 
Fl .• F.l.l. 
Td(on) vs. Id for IRF 441 e Uds=299U 
l.J95 
+ 10 
... • ... 
0 15 
0 9 e 
11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 
DRAIN CURRENT-QMPS 
1'1",. r.1.7. 
Tr vs. Id for IRF 441 @ Uds=2eeU 
320 l.Jgs 
+ 10 







































""7 9 ( 
F 1 'J. F. I • 3 • 
Ton \IS. I d for I RF 441 @ tJds=200lJ 


























Fl.g. c. 1.4. 
Td(off) \IS. Id for IRF 441 li lJds=200l.J 
0 0 
+ + 




























5 ., r 9 




11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 
r::.g. r.'.1.6. 








E 7' . -
n 
P'%] a. 





5 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 2;' 29 31 33 35 3;' 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 



























:--1 •• r. 2 • 1 
T d ( 0 n ) \I S • I d for R F K 1 5 N 4 5 @ l) d S = 2 e e lJ 
... ... ... ... 
0 9 9 9 
5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 




































Tr- vs. I d for RFK 15t~45 @ lJds=20Bl) 
., 















a. 25t; ~ 
. r • ~ 










.., 9 1 1 13 15 ( 
~ ') ~ 
.. . -~. , 
Ton '.IS. I d for f<F~~ 15t~45 @ lJds=209LJ 
17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 3;' 39 41 43 45 4;' 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 
LJgs 
+ 1 fJ 
o 15 
Flit. F.2.4 




S0 0 Q Q Q 0 15 
T 
I 












39 + + • + 
25 








0%] T: . 









T f '.IS. I d for RF~~ 15N45 @ llds=20fJU 
110L-~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ 




T Q f f \IS. I d for RFK 15t445 @ l.Jds=20fJU 
290 
lJ~:s 








































.j 7 9 
l'~C;. r. 3.1. 
T d (on) \.Is. I d for RF~: 15t~5e @ LJds=2BfJlJ 
lJ~s 
+ 10 
... • • .. 
0 15 
0 9 9 9 















































!o'~CJ. r. 3 .3. 
















rIg. F. 1. ,1. 
T d (0 f f) \/S. I d for RFt: 15t~5e (!I lJds=2eel) 
C'C' 
... J..J lJgs 
+ 10 
50 a g Q g 0 15 
T 
I 











30 + ... • + 




















T f \1$. 1 cl for RFK 15t~50 @ lJds=20fJlJ 
I , f 1 , • , , , I , , 





Toff Vs. Id for RF~~ 15t~5e @ lJds=200lJ 
lJ~s 






f. 1-'&:" t.J 
'1:] U 
































5 .., ( 9 
... 
0 
Fl <;. F ... 1. 1. 































.J ( 9 1 1 13 
t'l<:.. Ltl.2. 
Tr '.IS. I d for 2S~,. 356 ~ lJds=200l) 
15 17 19 21 ,--~ 25 27 
DR~IH CURRENT-aMP~ 















4-'C' ( ..J 








5 .., ( 
[0'1']'. F.4.:. 
Ton \/S. I d for· 2SK 35~ @ LJds=2BfJU 



































0 9 9 
-to .. + 
9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 
DR~IN CURRENT-a.MP~ 
Fig. 1'.4.5. 





































5 .., ( 9 
111]. l'.1.C,. 
Toff \IS. Id for 2St: 356 ~ LJds=200lJ 






























r'1<.!. ~. 5 .1. 
























3 5 .., ( 
Tr 'IS. I d for' 2S~~ 386 @ lJds=2eeLJ 
9 1 1 13 15 
DR~IN CURRENT-aMPs 
17 
















5 .., ( 
FIC,. F.'.>.3. 
Ton \/5. I d for 2S~... 386 @ lJds=20fJlJ 




















19 c + 
5 
3 5 




















"1'l TI . 









3 5 .., r 
T f vs. I d for 2Sr~ 39b @ Uds=290LJ 
























3 5 ..., ( 
F1q. F.5.6. 
To f f vs. I d for 2S~: 386 @ lJds=200LJ 
9 1 1 13 15 1, 
DR~IN CU~REHT-aMP5 
APPENDIX G 
COMPARATIVE TEST DATA OF MOSFETs CHARACTERIZATION 
G.l 
G.l Comparatlve Test Data of On-Reslstance at 
















Rds(on) YS. Id COMPARATIVE DATA for Ugs=19V @ Tc=39 C 
+ IRF 441 
o RFK 15N45 
* RFK 15N59 )( 2SK ~56 




9.2 K ~' , 
9 
















Fig. G.1. 2 
Rds(on) VS. Id COMPARATIVE DATA for Vgs=19U @ Tc=75 C 
)( 
92468 
+ IRF 441 
o RFK 15H45 
* RFK 15N59 )( 2SK 356 
<> 2SK 386 
)( 




















Rds(on) Vs. Id COMPARATIVE DATA for Ugs=19U @ Tc=1ge C 
+ IRF 441 
o RFI< 15N45 
* RFK 15N59 
X 2SK 356 
<> 2SK 386 
x 
9 2 4 6 S 19 12 14 16 18 29 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 




















FIe. G. 2.1 
TeHon) vs. Id COf1PARATIl)E r"ATA for lJ~s=10lJ (!I l)ds=20EHJ 
• • I 
$ & 
• 
+ IRF 441 
o RF~~ 15N45 
* ~FK 15H5fJ 
X 2S~~ 356 




T r' \I S • I d COf'lPtiRAT I lJE Dti T H for lJg::;= l011 G' lJd::;=200lJ 
4£10 
"7"'0 
..If + I~F 441 
0 ~F~: 15t~45 
34£1 t PF~: 15t~50 
'J .:;.,,::. y. 7':-
.. _..I' ,J..JO 



















-.J 9 11131517192123252729313335373941434547 
DRtiIN CURRENT-~MPS 
r1r. G.2.3 
Ton vs. Id COr'lPARATIUE DtiTA for lJ~s=10lJ ~ LJds=200lJ 
470 
440 + IRF 441 0 RFK 15H45 
t. RFK 15N50 
'.t .~.::.~, "JCO-
• • ... ...J ' • ....,...It. 
T 380 
















"7 co .., 9 1 1 oJ .J r 13151719212325272931333537394143454-:--
DRAIN CURRENT-aMPs 
F!~~. G.7..4 
T ct (" 0 f f) \/s. I ct COHPARAT IUE DtiTA for 09S= 10l.J @ LJds=2eelJ 
40 
35 + IRF 441 0 RFt<" 15N45 
* 
"'F~~ 15N50 
X ?C~' ~O.,J '. 35b 
30 I • • 
l') 2S~~ IV'" 








. a. 2ft .--
0 TI 
0 
- 15 u u " e ,. i , I. 
-L 
1£1 0 $ e .. + 
5 
3 5 7 9 11131517192123252729313335373941434547 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMps 
"'w. G.;?5 
T f \IS. I d COr-1Pt-iRt-iT I lJE r~ATA for LJgs= 10U l!' lJds=200lJ 
212 + IPF 441 0 PFK 15t~4 5 
t PFY- 15H50 









G1 ..! 1:;:':;' 
--. 





























.::.?) :t. f"F~: 
--- 'I ·:;.c ~' ..... ... v ~. :, 





























Fig. G. 3.1 





'.I . ;, ~.~. 
.. _..I' 
65 ~ " ... ' ·;,~·r _v' 











FIg. G. 3.2 
Tr \/5. I d COr'1PARAT I HE DAT H for LJ9S= 15lJ @ LJds=2eeLJ 
+ IRF 441 
0 RF~: 15H45 
l' ftF~: 15H50 
"4C' _ .J '.! ·;.,c ~' IC' -.. _v' v.Je:. 
, , ;.,cr 386 '. ~ ~..., '. 
T ;'li:' I _ .J
N 
E lei:' u.J 
G":l fI 
. 
I-' Q 1-=-= lJl ...... I.,J 
n 
u 









I C' .., 9 1 1 -.J .J ( 13 15 17 1921 232527 293133 353(" 39 4143 45 4-;' 
DRAIN CURRENI-aMPs 
Fl~. G. 3.3 
Ton \I S • I ct C m'l PAR A T I l.J E r, A T A for lJ 9 s = 1 5lJ (!I LJ d s = 2 e 0l.J 
365 
335 + IRF 441 0 ~FK 15N45 
* ~F~: 15N50 305 'I -;,c ~' ",C'''' ."\ _v' v...Jb ,. .. 
... , , .. 2S~: 386 
T 
-;'-'C' I ... (..J 
ti 
E -:>4~ _ ..J 
TI 
GJ a. -) 1 ;:-
- ... 1 . 
..... n 
'" .) 








3 9 1 1 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 4-;' 
DRAIN CURRENT-aMps 
FIr:. G.3.4 
T d ~ 0 f f) \/:S • Ide 0 N PA R H T I LJ E r, H T A for lJ ~ S = 1 5l) t!' LJ d s = 20 0lJ 
+ IRF 441 
0 P.F~: 15t~45 
t RF~: 15H50 
• .. II 
" 
'1 ;,.: r IC ,. 
II ... OJ '. -.I~t.. 







. a I--' 
-.J TI 
0 
'J 'J 'J 







t'lg. G. '3.S 
Tf vs. Id COr'lPARATIlJE [JHTH for LJgs=15lJ @ lJds=2fJfJU 
-, 1 ., + IPF 441 
-- - 0 PFt: 15N45 
t. PFt: 15t~50 
'.! -;,c r 7 r:: -, , _w· w..Jt. 
1 .:.-, , , 2S~: 386 . . 











C) 0 . 
I-' 







FIg. G. 3.6 
Toff \./S. Id COHPARATI~JE DATA for· LJgs=15lJ @ LJds=200l.J 
262 + If?F 441 
0 f?F~: 15N45 
* 
RFK 15N50 
'1 "~r. 35t5 .. e-tJ ".
/' 

















--3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 3537 39 41 43 45 47 
DRAIN CURRENT-uMps 
ArPENDIX H 
TEST DATA OF MOSFETs PARALLEL OPERATION CHARACTERIZATION 
H.I 




Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
20A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces ~n parallel dur~ng turn-on 
phase at 20A load current. 






Dra1n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
deV1ces 1n parallel dur1ng turn-off 
phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1vi 2A/d1V. 
Dra1n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
deV1ces connected 1n parallel at 
40A load current. 







Fig. ILL '5 
FIg. H .1.6 
Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces ~n parallel dur~ng turn-on 
phase at 40A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces ~n parallel dur~ng turn-off 
phase at 40A load current. 




Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
60A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces ~n parallel dur~ng turn-on 
phase at 60A load current. 




Fig. H.l.9 Dra~n current waveforms of two IRF 441 
dev~ces ~n parallel dur~n9 turn-off 
phase at 60A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
H.7 
GND 
H.2 Test Data of Parallel OperatIon of the RCA RFK 15N45 
H.8 
FIg. II. 2.1 
Fl~. 1'.2.2 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 
20A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d1v; 2A/d1V. 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
deV1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 20A load current. 





Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
40A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
H.lO 
FIe. !I. 2.5 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
deV1ces ronnected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 40A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1vi 5A/d1v. 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-off phase at 40A load current. 





Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
60A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel durlng 
turn-on phase at 60A load current. 
Scale· lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
H.12 
rIg. H. 2.9 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 60A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
GND 
F: -:. I~. 2 .10 Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
80A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; lOA/d~v. 
H.13 
FIG. H .2.11 
flg.l1.2.12 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at SOA load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v: lOA/d~v. 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N45 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at SOA load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v: lOA/d~v. 
H.14 
H.3 Test Data of Parallel OperatlOn of the RCA RFK lSNSO 
:Tig. II. 3 . 1 
~lg. H.3.2 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 
20A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d1v; 2A/d1V. 
GND 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1v; 2A/d1V. 
H.16 
Flg. H. 3.3 
flg. H.3.~ 
GND 
Dra~n cQrrent waveforms of ~wo RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
40A load current. 






Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at 40A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 40A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
H.IB 
Flg. H. 3.7 
Fle'. :1. 3 . 8 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK lSNSO 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 
60A load current. 
Scale: SOOns/d1v; SA/d1V. 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK lSN50 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 60A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1v; SA/d1V. 
H.19 
GND 
Dra~n current waveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 60A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
GND 
Fl!!. P. 3. 10 Dra~n current \laveforms of two RFK l5N50 
dev~ces connected In parallel at 
BOA load current. 
Scale: 500ns/dlv; lOA/d~v. 
H.20 
Fi~. !!. 3 .11 
Fq:,. II. 3 .12 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK lSNSO 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at aOA load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1vi lOA/d1v. 
GND 
Dra1n current waveforms of two RFK l5NSO 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-off phase at BOA load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1v i lOA/d1v. 
H.21 
H.4 Test Data of Parallel OperatIon of the Toshlba 2SK356 
H.22 
FI~. H .4.1 
FIg. H.4.2 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
20A load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at 20A load current. 




F1i:. H. 4.3 Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: 100 ns/d~v; 2A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
40A load current. 






Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at 40A load current. 
Scale: 100 ns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 40A load current. 




Fl~. H. 4. 7 
r.'l~. H.4.8 
Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 60A 
load current. 
Scale: 500 ns/d1v; 5A/d1V. 
Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 60A load current. 




Fig. !1.4.9 Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK356 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 60A load current. 
Scale: 100 ns/d~v; 5V/d~v. 
H.27 
GND 
H.5 Test Data of Parallel OperatIOn of the Toshlba 2SK386 
H.28 
Flg. II. 5.1 Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 
lOA load current. 
Scale: 500ns/d1v; IA/d1v. 
Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at lOA load current. 




FIB. H. 5.3 
FIg. II. 5.4 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at lOA load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~vi lA/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
20A load current. 





FIr:. r:. S . 6 
Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
deV1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-on phase at 20A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d1vi 2A/d1v. 
Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel dur1ng 
turn-off phase at 20A load current. 





i:::. II. 5.3 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
20A load current after 3mLn operat~on. 
Current robb~ng observed. 
Scale: 500ns/d~v: 2A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel at 
30A load current. 






Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-on phase at 30A load current. 
Scale: lOOns/d~v; 5A/d~v. 
Dra~n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev~ces connected ~n parallel dur~ng 
turn-off phase at 30A load current. 




FIg, B,5,Il Dra1n current waveforms of two 2SK 386 
dev1ces connected 1n parallel at 
30A load current after 3mi~ operat1on. 
Current robb1ng observed. 
Scale: 500ns/d1v: 5A/d1v 
GND 
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